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World ATM Congress Opens:
Largest Air Traffic Event Expands

J

ust like its host city Madrid,
the World ATM Congress
(WATMC) perfectly blends the
old and new, said Air Traffic Control
Association (ATCA) Peter Dumont,
president and CEO during the Congress’ opening remarks Tuesday
morning.
In three years, the WATMC has
grown to become the largest air traffic exhibition in the world, featuring
200 exhibiting organisations from 127
countries. Dumont noted that it also
contributes to innumerable exchanges of ideas that lead to global air traffic management (ATM) solutions.
Many of those solutions will include making established ATM solutions more flexible, Dumont said.
The WATMC gives leaders of older
systems the opportunity to share
and learn from countries that have
newer, more agile systems, and vice
versa.
The theme of this year’s WATMC
is “Smart Choices in a Challenging
Environment,” and Jeff Poole, director general of the Civil Air Navigation
Services Organisation (CANSO),
discussed how the Delegate Conference Program addresses three
of those challenges: data management, thinking globally while implementing regional ATM networks,
and solutions for the future.
In a video address, International

ATCA president Peter F. Dumont greets Minister of Transportation and Public
Works, Spain, Ana María Pastor Julián during the opening session of the World
ATM Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Council President Dr. Olumuyiwa
Benard Aliu discussed another challenge the global ATM sector has
faced over the last year: the MH17
and MH370 accidents.
Aliu said that in response to the
gaps and vulnerabilities highlighted
by these accidents, ICAO created

task forces, which brought their recommendations to the organisation’s
High-Level Safety Conference a few
weeks ago.
The recommendation for global
flight tracking included strong support
for ICAO’s Global Aeronautical Distress and Safety System (GADSS),

» see page 3

Managing Data is Key for the Future of Air Traffic Management

D

ata will be at the core of everything the air traffic management (ATM) world does
in the future, said Philip Clinch, vice
president of aircraft services for the
information technology company
SITA. “So the key is figuring out how
to make decisions in a flood of data,”
he noted.
A group of representatives from
industry, airlines, and ATM discussed
the best ways to do that during the
Tuesday morning session SMART
CHOICES in an Interconnected
World.
Kevin L. Hiatt, senior vice president of safety and flight operations
for the International Air Transport
Association (IATA), said aviation

WiMAX is now at Stand #1206
TACO Antenna is now at Stand
#125
Plantronics is at Stand #113 in
the 100 Aisle
Harris Corporation
NOTE NEW TIME!
SWIM 2.0, A Year’s Worth
of Information Management
Success and Change in 45
Minutes – now today at 13.00
in Delegate Theatre (don’t miss
all the FREE education sessions every afternoon in the
Delegate Theatre).

Panelists for the first session: SMART CHOICES in an Interconnected World
discuss issues of data and data sharing.

» see page 3
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European ATM Collaboration:
iTEC Project to be Extended

E

xecutive members of the iTEC
(interoperability Through European Collaboration) project
will sign a formal agreement today
at World ATM Congress in Madrid,
extending the technical and commercial confines of the collaboration and committing to the conditions for developing the common
iTEC Controller Working Position
(CWP).
iTEC brings together the air navigation service providers of Spain
(ENAIRE), Germany (DFS), the UK
(NATS), and the Netherlands (LVNL)

youtube.com/user/worldatmcongress
linkedin.com/groups/World-ATM-Congress-4395622?gid=4395622&mostPopular=&trk=tyah

www.worldatmcongress.org

Visit SESAR, stand #580, and
see their free education session
descriptions on page 11.

– alongside systems provider Indra.
iTEC was initially established to
develop a next-generation Flight
Data Processing (iTEC-FDP) system
and to explore collaboration on a
CWP (iTEC-CWP).
The goal of the collaboration is to
develop a high-end air traffic management system for busy and complex airspace that meets the SESAR
requirements and enables significant
steps forward in productivity. iTEC’s
achievements provide a platform for
synergies and thus cost reductions,
helping to realise the vision of a Single European Sky (SES) with greater
efficiencies and service standards for
Europe’s airspace users.
The signing ceremony will take
place today, Wednesday, 11 March,
at World ATM Congress in Madrid.
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consumes and emits enormous
amounts of data, and his organisation’s goal is to collect information
from as many sources as possible.
“Airlines expect that keeping and
integrating data will give them more
perspective on how to better manage operations and make better decisions affecting efficiency, quality,
and safety,” he said.
Soh Poh Theen, deputy directorgeneral of the Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore (CAAS), said it’s critically important to have a very clear
policy framework for international
collaboration.
Singapore is currently working
with the Asia Pacific Regional Aviation Safety Team to analyze and collect data. “The challenge is that the
project crosses borders, so we need
a demonstration project to convince
various stakeholders that the entire
project is viable,” he said.
Theen envisions two extreme possibilities for the future of ATMs. In the
first scenario, ATM becomes centrally controlled, like air force operations.
Scenario two is a totally laissez-faire
ATM system, where pilots have control. “It’s more likely the first scenario
will happen,” Soh said.
He also noted that “the old challenges of cross-border ATM developments haven’t gone away. Development is fragmented and the pace is
slow.” Sixty percent of companies
have a problem sharing data across
departments, he said, “so if big companies have this problem, imagine
what it’s like to share ANSP data
across states.”
Soh said ICAO has a tendency to
take a legalistic approach to some of
these issues rather than an engineering mindset. And some safety information can lead to punitive solutions,
so ANSPs and pilots can be very reluctant to share data.
He believes the solution lies in
establishing an international compact and policy framework on data
sharing. “The [World Meteorological] Congress has a policy of making
data free to research and policy communities. ICAO can learn from this.”
Florian Guillermet, executive director, SESAR Joint Undertaking, said
there are two main drivers for data
collection: performance and change
management aspects.
“We need to improve performance
of the ATM system, but we can’t
achieve it by just improving slices of
the system. At the core is the level of
automation of the system,” he said.
“I’m talking about automation support for the end users—pilots and air
traffic controllers.”
In terms of change management,
Guillermet said there are difficulties
with updating and deploying air traffic systems. “We need to interconnect to bring new value into services
like arrival management. We need to
extract some data, not all of it.”

Guillermet also noted that interoperability is a challenge. “We can’t
afford to have pieces of the system
that don’t talk to each other,” he said.
Even with different ATM systems, he
believes it’s important to have the
same data models and definition of
services.
Edward L. Bolton Jr., assistant administrator for NextGen, Federal Aviation Administration, said telecommunications need to solve problems
by focusing not on the hardware,
which is temporal, but on the data,
which is permanent.
“How do you change data and
why is it important?” he asked. “First,
from an international perspective it’s
interoperability. It’s the economy,
money, the availability to fly seamlessly from sea to sea.”
To accomplish this, Bolton said
data needs to be put in a format so
it can move from point A to point B.
“What happens behind the curtain is
your own business, but you need to
show you can move data in formats
around the world and find a way to
transition data from one domain to
another. Inside your domain you can
do whatever you want.”
This means having the right data
at the right time in order to design
throughput and capacity. “The aircraft operator has the same data that
the ATM people have,” he said.
Jeff Snyder, vice president of cyber programs, Raytheon, said the
CANSO Aviation Security Working
Group, which was initiated about a
year ago, is designed to determine
data risks associated with aviation
structure, and how to mitigate those
risks. CANSO also has a Cyber Security and Risk Assessment Guide,
and ATCA holds annual conferences
on cyber threats. “Anything we can
do to raise the awareness associated with cyber threats and mitigation
strategies is important,” he said.
At Raytheon, there are 3,200 professionals involved in protecting the
company’s products and information
systems, Snyder said. Raytheon uses
a layered defense solution construct
with guidelines on how to manage
the supplier and subcontractor base
to ensure there are no risks. Software
engineers are also trained so that
code is written to be as secure as
possible.
Insider threat monitoring is another
big issue at Raytheon. “How do we
infuse predictive technologies into
our architecture?” Snyder asked.
One solution is threat research and
assessments—continuing to analyze
threats and building that into systems. The company also emphasizes
secure communications and encryption, along with cross-domain technologies.
The bottom line is that operators
need a layered, multi-faceted approach to cyber security, Snyder said.
“There may well be a model that has
been used in the cyber domain to
protect information that the air traffic
community could use as well.”
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Jeff Poole, director general of the Civil
Air Navigation Services Organisation
(CANSO)

which calls for 15-minute tracking
requirements during normal operations. GADSS has a target implementation date of 2016, with a oneminute distress tracking provision
slated for 2021.
The second recommendation relates to global conflict zones. The
task force underscored two key
principles: that states continue to
have the responsibility to ensure
their civil aviation operations, and
that airspace users have the ultimate responsibility to decide where
they are able to operate safely.

Aliu also brought up the issue of
cyber security, noting that in December, ICAO and other groups
established the Civil Aviation Cyber
Security Action Plan. ICAO has also
developed a regional framework to
harmonize air navigation services in
the Africa and Indian Ocean region.
Aliu said the plan could also be
adapted for other regions.
Minister Ana María Pastor Julián
of Spain’s Ministry of Public Works
discussed how important air traffic is to her country’s economy. In
2014, the Spanish air traffic system carried 155 million passengers
and 685 million tons of cargo. “That
wouldn’t be possible without European air traffic management systems,” she said.
This year, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Portugal, and Spain are leaders in European air traffic growth,
Pastor Julian said. Now that Spain’s
economy is improving, the country
has gone from having one of the
highest fees in air traffic navigation
in Europe to the second lowest.
Julian also noted that Germany,
the UK, the Netherlands, and Spain
are working together to share air
traffic expenses and knowledge.
“We will all profit from the synergies
and benefits that will derive from this
collaboration,” she said.

Harris Thought Leaders Discuss NextGen ATM Solutions
Join us at CANSO World ATM and learn how Harris is helping global ATM
implement secure, harmonized, assured communications.
Interoperable ATM Now! Taking steps for a seamless ATM experience
IATA, Metron, Harris
Place: ATM Theatre |

Time: March 10th at 4:15 PM

Global ATM collaborative decision making process implementation
can be a painstaking, costly task. To combat the many issues
involving capacity, safety, efficiency and environmental impacts,
IATA is taking steps with Harris and Metron Aviation, to help solve
the toughest problems involving airlines, air navigation service
providers, and airports. Join the discussion and find out why.
Shawn Baerlocher
Vice President, ATM Products & Systems

It’s a long way from Atlanta: A fireside chat between Delta and Harris
Place: Spotlight Stage

|

Time: March 11th at 10:30 AM

All too often ATM professionals focus on the air navigation
service provider, but what about the air operator? Come hear
Delta’s Director of ATM Management and one of Harris’ thought
leaders, David Almeida, wrangle some of the issues fostering and
preventing collaboration between aviation stakeholders.
David Almeida
Director, Business Development for Civil Programs

SWIM 2.0, a year’s worth of information management success and
change in 45 minutes
Place: Delegate Theatre

| Time: March 11th at 1:00 PM

At World ATM 2014, industry professionals from The FAA, NATS,
Snowflake Software, and Eurocontrol passionately discussed the
benefits of system wide information management on a global scale,
and offered real solutions for air navigation service providers. SWIM
2.0 revisits 2014’s discussion on SWIM ATM and how its aspects have
already drastically changed over the past year.

Lisa Sullivan
Business Development & Strategy, Aviation

Visit us at stand #1117.
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ENTRANCE

➨

Organisation Name........... Assigned Stand

42 Solutions ......................................................1344
A-B-C
ACAMS ...............................................................851
AC-B ...................................................................553
Adacel...............................................................1137
ADPI....................................................................484
ANS Czech Republic...........................................957
ATNS....................................................................303
ATCA....................................................................201
Air Traffic Mgmt. Magazine..................................143
Air Traffic Technology Intl....................................141
Airbus Defence & Space.....................................805
Airbus Prosky......................................................805
Airports Authority of India...................................801
ACI.......................................................................145
Airtel....................................................................151
AirTOpsoft ..........................................................923
Airways NZ..........................................................590
ALES .................................................................1231
All Weather..........................................................470
Anhui Sun Create Electronics ...........................1241
APAC ..................................................................590
APROCTA..........................................................1320
ASC Signal Corp.................................................955
ATC Network.......................................................147
ATIS UHER..........................................................466
AT-One.................................................................951
ATRiCS................................................................433
Aveillant.............................................................1101
Avibit/Safegate Grp.............................................836
Avitech ................................................................553
AZIMUT...............................................................239
Bayanat Engineering Grp....................................496
Becker Avionics Intl...........................................1344
Beel Technologies.............................................1235
Biral.....................................................................137
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Organisation Name........... Assigned Stand

Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand

Boeing.................................................................816
BRASIL IT+/SOFTEX...........................................129
C Speed..............................................................925
Cadmos microsystems .................................. 1209A
CANSO................................................................403
CGH Technologies...............................................482
CGX AERO....................................................... 478A
CMAC..................................................................201
Coastal Environmental Systems..........................468
Cobham Flight Inspection.................................1348
COMSOFT ........................................................1135
Copperchase.....................................................1336
CPI Europe........................................................1356
CS Communication & Systems...........................381
CS SOFT ..........................................................1208
D-E-F
DF Nucleo............................................................896
DFS .....................................................................834
Diamond Antenna..............................................1342
DLR .....................................................................951
DLR GfR ...........................................................1202
DSNA ..................................................................480
DSNA Services....................................................480
DW International Ltd.........................................1226
Earth Networks............................................... 1209B
EASAT Antennas Ltd.........................................1221
Edda Systems AS................................................851
Egis......................................................................335
EGNOS................................................................953
ENAC...................................................................480
EIZO....................................................................349
ELDIS Pardubice.................................................460
Embry-Riddle ...................................................1328
Embry-Riddle NEXT GEN..................................1330
ENAC ..................................................................480
ENAIRE................................................................844

ENAV...................................................................927
ENRI....................................................................248
Entry Point North.................................................568
ERA .....................................................................367
ESRI.....................................................................127
Esterline Belgium.................................................213
EUROCONTROL.................................................849
everis Aerospace & Defense...............................881
Exel Composites ................................................157
Exelis ..................................................................426
FAA Academy....................................................1302
FAAMA...............................................................1326
FIO Museum .......................................................995
FREQUENTIS .....................................................526
G-H-I
GECI ESPANOLA ...............................................562
General Dynamics...............................................109
Glarun Technology Co.......................................1204
GMV................................................................. 880C
GroupEAD Europe ..............................................590
Guntermann & Drunck ........................................337
Harris Corporation.............................................1117
Helios...................................................................335
HENAME...........................................................1253
HIS ................................................................... 880B
Honeywell............................................................863
HungaroControl.................................................1216
Human-Factors-Consult ...................................1350
ICO Drones........................................................1322
IDS ......................................................................494
IFEMA.............................................................TEST3
IHS Jane’s ........................................................1301
Imtradex..............................................................209
INDRA..................................................................553
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Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand
Indra Navia..........................................................553
INECO.................................................................845
INEO ...................................................................235
Infinite Technologies............................................119
Innov’ATM..........................................................1210
INSTER INSTALACIONES...................................205
Integra.................................................................851
Isavia...................................................................416
Isdefe...................................................................945
J-K-L
JANSOA............................................................1245
Japan Radio Co.................................................1245
Jotron..................................................................941
Knurr Technical Furniture .................................1141
L-3 ESSCO........................................................1239
LAIC Aktiengesellschaft......................................242
LEOSPHERE.......................................................379
LES Information Technology ..............................301
LFV......................................................................351
Lockheed Martin.................................................405
LPS SR................................................................246
Luciad..................................................................139
M-N-O
Mestalla Interiorismo, S.L....................................800
Micro Nav ...........................................................542
Mitsubishi Electric Corp....................................1245
MOOG...............................................................1346
MOPIENS..........................................................1211
National Aerospace Laboratory...........................951
NATCA...............................................................1316
NATS UK..............................................................890
NATS Space........................................................959
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Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand

Nautel................................................................1304
NAVCANatm........................................................826
NCAR.................................................................1200
NEC Corporation.................................................401
NedGraphics.......................................................881
NITA.....................................................................244
Northrop Grumman.............................................430
NRPL Aero ........................................................1105
NTT Data Corporation.........................................881
Osprey Consulting Services .............................1303
P-Q-R
Plantronics...........................................................113
Polish Radome Services.....................................115
R.I.S.K. Company..............................................1229
Radiola Aerospace .............................................498
Radome Services ...............................................131
RAMET .............................................................1205
RETIA,..................................................................359
RHOTHETA Elektronik.......................................1255
Rockwell Collins (ARINC)....................................809
ROHDE & SCHWARZ .........................................586
ROMATSA.........................................................1151
S-T-U-V
SAAB ..................................................................305
Schmid Telecom..................................................888
Schneider Electric...............................................892
Searidge Technologies........................................826
SELEX ES/Finmeccanica...................................1139
SENASA..............................................................847
Sennheiser Aviation.............................................921
SESAR Joint Undertaking...................................580
Shepard Exposition Services..............................800
Si ATM.................................................................241
SITA.....................................................................434
SITA Bureau Services/Flightyield........................592
SITTI..................................................................1163

Skyguide............................................................1220
Skysoft - ATM....................................................1220
Snowflake Software............................................900
SOLITEC Software Solutions .............................117
Sopra Steria.........................................................488
Southern Avionics ..............................................153
Spinner .............................................................1354
STR-Speechtech ............................................. 880A
Sunhillo................................................................807
TACO Antenna.....................................................125
T-CZ...................................................................1201
Telerad.................................................................205
Terma ................................................................1352
Tern Systems.......................................................416
Testing Technologies.........................................1212
THALES...............................................................515
The MITRE Corporation.......................................571
Think Research....................................................339
Thinking Space Systems...................................1235
Thruput Limited...................................................943
“TIRA” Corporation.............................................245
Toshiba ...............................................................883
TÜBİTAK-BİLGEM/DHMI.................................. 478C
UAS...................................................................1322
UFA......................................................................882
Ultra Electronics ...............................................1332
UPM/CRIDA......................................................1324
VAISALA..............................................................446
Vitrociset..............................................................540
W-X-Y-Z
WEY Technology...............................................1220
WIDE Corporation...............................................237
WiMAX Forum ..................................................1206
World ATM Congress...........................................105
As of 10 March 2015

28 New Exhibitors in 2015
• 42 Solutions
• Air Navigation Services
of the Czech Republic
• Bayanat Engineering
Group
• Becker Avionics
International
• Cadmos Microsystems
• CMAC
• CPI Europe
• DLR Gfr
• Earth Networks
• Esterline Belgium
• everis Aerospace
& Defense
• FAA Academy
• FIO Museum of
Historical Planes

• Glarun Technology
• HENAME
• INEO Engineering
& Systems
• InnovATM
• JANSOA
• Japan Radio Company
• LPS
• Mitsubishi
• NCAR
• Plantronics
• Polish Radome
Services
• Solitec
• Sopra Steria
• TIRA Corporation
• Toshiba

Sefton Snow poses with a Cristiano Ronaldo impersonator after winning a Reál
Madrid Cristiano Ronaldo shirt in a drawing at the ATCA both. Winners of a
team scarf and a team flag were David Kotze and Maciej Wojciechowski. Winner
of the tickets to the Champions League match was John Palmer. Additional
shirt winners will be drawn today and Thursday.
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W

orld ATM Congress features an unprecedented amount of free
educational initiatives. Leading aviation professionals are participating in interactive forums and roundtables. Involved dialogue is
encouraged throughout the event.

Presentation Theatres at World ATM Congress 2015
Witness the leading edge of aviation professionals in interactive forums.
With a wide variety of representation in multiple areas, the World ATM Congress Presentation Theatres are a must-see.

AIREON Spotlight stage

THE FREQUENTIS AVIATION ARENA

10.30 – 11.00 Harris Corporation, Delta Airlines
It’s a Long Way from Atlanta: A Fireside Chat Between Delta and
Harris
David Almeida
Mark Hopkins
11.15 – 11.45 SITA
For a New Data Link Service Provision Model in Europe
Patrick Geurts
12.00 – 12.30 FerroNATS
Managing Safety in a Changing Environment: The Successful
Transition to Liberalized Towers in Spain
Raquel Martínez Arnáiz
12.45 – 13.15 Skyguide, Quintiq
What Does it Take to Achieve the Most Cost-Effective Use of ATCOs
While Ensuring Passenger Safety and Employee Satisfaction?
Dr. Lorna Herda, Sascha Puetz
13.30 – 14.00 Searidge Technologies
Picking the Right Remote Tower Partner: Things to Consider
Pat Urbanek, Kris Rupay
14.15 – 15.00 DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH
Recent Developments and Future Challenges in ATM Safety
Management
Osman Saafan

10.30 – 11.00 Luciad
Very Low Level RPAS Operations Coordinated through SWIM
Frank Suykens
11.15 – 12.00 Frequentis
Virtual Centre Application Use Case Study: Concept of Operation
for Multi-Remote Virtual Tower Operation
Thomas Fränzl
12.15 – 12.45 Ineco
proESTOP: Runway Occupancy Time Estimator Project
Carlos Barbas
13.15 – 13.45 LAIC Aktiengesellschaft
Exploiting the Full Potential of the Flight Plans
George Parobek
14.00 – 14.30 Deutsches Zentrum für Luft -und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR)
ADS-B Over Satellite – Global Air Traffic Surveillance from Space
Toni Delovski, Klaus Werner
14.45 – 15.45 Frequentis
Income Generation Through Modern AIM Infrastructure
Joachim Lennarz
16.00 – 17.00 Sopra Steria Group, Frequentis
How to Protect Air Traffic Management Against Cyber Attacks
Fabien Lecoq, Maximilian Rield

15.15 – 15.45 COMSOFT
COMSOFT Aeronautical Billing (CAB)—A Reliable Automated Billing
Solution for ANSPs and Airport Operators
Florian Schmid

17.05 – 17.30 Guntermann & Drunck GmbH
KVM in ATC: Contemporary Deployment by Means of an Example
Given by DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH
Hendrik Müller, Jochen Bauer

16.00 – 16.30 Vaisala
Mitigating the Impact of Severe Weather at Airports
Juhani Polvinen

17.35 – 18.00 Helios
Remote Towers: From Paper to Procurement
James Hanson

16.45 – 17.30 RETIA a.s.
Multisource Capturing and Analytic Centre
Jiri Kristek, Vilem Pantucek
17.35 – 18.00 Rohde & Schwarz, DFS Deutsche,
Flugsicherung GmbH
Undetected Simultaneous Transmissions (USiT) Occurence Rates—
Results from DFS Field Trials
Mathias Erhard, Klauspeter Hauf

ATM THEATRE
10.30 – 11.30 Frequentis
Meeting Performance Scheme Targets Through Deployment of Virtual Centre
Bo Redeborn

									
WORLD ATM DELEGATE THEATRE
13.00 – 14.00 Harris, EUROCONTROL, FAA, NATS,
Snowflake Software
SWIM 2.0, 365 Days Later and Beyond: A Year’s Worth of
Information Management Success and Change
Wim Post, Steve Bradford, Simon Daykin, Ian Painter
14.00 – 15.00 Thales
Performance-Based Surveillance
16.30 – 17.00 Airways New Zealand
Revenue Management, the Next Step in the Evolution of
Aviation Billing
Mark Figgitt

11.45 – 12.45 SESAR
Recognising Excellence
13.00 – 16.00 EUROCONTROL
Workshop on Centralised Services
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Smart Choices in a Challenging Environment

Wednesday 11 March

(Delegate Registration Required)

Amadou Ousmane Guitteye
Director General of ASECNA (Agency for Air
Navigation Safety in Africa and Madagascar)

Donovan

Guitteye

Al Jallaf

Sims

Deakin

Thoma

Rinaldi

Eagles

Mondale

Amadou Ousmane Guitteye is the Director General of ASECNA, an international public organisation
created in 1959, having 18 Member States*, and vested with the responsibility of air navigation safety
2
and cooperative management of an airspace of 16,1 million km (1,5 time the area covered by
Europe).
Born in Mopti (Mali), he has been graduated as a Civil Aviation engineer from ENAC (Ecole Nationale
de l’Aviation Civile) in Toulouse (France), and with various degrees from the University of Dakar
(Senegal).

Peters
From

Sultana

1979 to 2005, he held numerous positions within ASECNA Headquarters and national

9.00 – 10.15
Representations, including as Director of Operations, Director of Studies and Strategic Directions,
Head of Development Department and Head of Maintenance Department, to name just of10.45
few of them.
– 12.00
Session Two:
During this period, he also served in Mali as Director General of Civil Aviation (1990-92) and Technical
Session
Three:
the Minister of Transport
and Tourism (1989-90), to the Minister of Transport and Public
SMART CHOICES Advisor
for toBuilding
Sustainable
Works (1992-95) and to the Minister of Transport and Infrastructure (2005-2006).
SMART CHOICES in a Disruptive Future
ATM Networks
He was then appointed, in 2007, as Regional Director, Western and Central African Office of the

International
Civil Aviation es:
Organisation
Under the authority
of the ICAO
For how long can the current
model
new (ICAO).
technologies,
better
reg-Secretary
In aGeneral,
world of disruptive technology,
react to these changes.
his main mission was to closely liaise with the 24 States of accreditation and regional organisations, to
of ATM continue? Aroundpromote
the world
ulations,
or new
ATM
disruptive economic change, and
• What can we do now to face the
ICAO policies, decisions
and air navigation
plans, and
providebusiness
assistance.
there is growing need for InseamHow
can
small,
competitors, what lies
future?
2010, he was elected bymodels?
the Committee of
Ministerslong
of ASECNA
as Director
General disruptive
for a 6-years
mandate, on the basis of an
ambitious programme
for the
“Renewal of the Agency”, which
includes
less ATM delivery that recognises
high-cost
ANSPs
survive?
ahead for the ATM industry? Are
• How can we ensure that regulastrategic directions for the use of innovative and enabling technologies.
the diverse business requirements
there
disruptive
technologies
that
tors and regulations will be fit for
* Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Central African Republic, Comoros, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, France, Gabon, Guinea Bissau,
Guinea , Madagascar,
Mali, Mauritania,
Niger, Senegal, Chad,
Togo
of customers, the diverseEquatorial
cultural
• What
structural
evolution
is likely? can change ATM overnight? Will
purpose?
requirements of different parts of
• Are the flow control centres the competitive threats from outside
• What can we learn from the way
the globe, and the new technologies
future hubs of globally consoli- providers arise, and if so, what do
we are addressing new issues
becoming available.
dated ATM?
we need to do to be ready? What
such as Remotely Piloted Aircraft
• What changes are needed in cur- game-changing social and economSystems (RPAS) and autonomous
How do we reconcile these competrent regulatory structures to en- ic factors might there be ahead for
vehicles?
ing priorities to deliver global harable regional cooperation and a the ATM industry?
• What one disruptive influence is
monisation and customer-focused
market-based approach?
most likely to impact us by 2020?
performance? How do we do that in • What role exists for regional net- If things change, it is likely that the
an increasingly cut-throat business
work managers?
economic basis of the industry will
What SMART CHOICES do we
environment for our customers and
change too. What will be the future
need to make now to anticipate,
suppliers?
In short, what SMART CHOICES
requirements of future airlines?
prepare, and ensure that the world
do we need to make now to ensure
What will they be prepared to pay
does not pass us by?
This session will look at these
sustainable global and regional ATM for in this future world of air travel?
Moderator:
questions from two angles. First,
networks?
What will they not be prepared to
Ed Sims, Chief Executive Officer,
how can we truly ensure enhanced
pay for? What will this mean for
Airways New Zealand
regional cooperation and regional
Moderator:
pricing, business, and financing
Speakers:
focus? Secondly, what would ATM
Todd Donovan, Vice President of
models?
Richard Deakin, Chief Executive
look like if it was completely subject Global Strategy & Marketing, Air
Officer, NATS
to international market forces?
Traffic Management,Thales
Even if there are no disruptive
Don Thoma, President & CEO,
Speakers:
technologies on the horizon, there
Aireon LLC
• What are the experiences, les- Amadou Ousmane Guitteye,
are a number of other challenges
Paul Rinaldi, President, National
sons learned, and recommended Director General, ASECNA
facing our industry. Economic presAir Traffic Controllers Association
best practices to date on regional Ahmed Ibrahim Al Jallaf, Assistant sures continue to grow. The indusRob Eagles, Director Infrastructure,
cooperation? How can these be Director General for ANS, GCAA
try continues to be slow to take up
IATA
blended with diverse cultures and UAE and Chairman, ICAO Middle
new technologies. The regulatory
Leo Mondale, President, Inmarsat
requirements in different parts of East Airspace Enhancement
environment too is going to need to
Aviation
the world while securing global Programme
harmonisation and performance Patrik Peters, President & CEO,
12.00
in ATM?
IFATCA
Lunch & World ATM Congress Exhibition
• Is regional cooperation alone Joe Sultana, Director Network
enough? What should be the fo- Manager, EUROCONTROL
cus to drive the necessary changCurrent as of 20 February 2015

10.15 – 10:45
Networking Break
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EUROCONTROL
Briefings – EUROCONTROL Stand 849
Over the three days of the show, EUROCONTROL’s experts will deliver a series of 30-minute briefings on the key developments shaping
today’s and the future ATM system. Visitors will have the unique opportunity to hear the latest on a wide range of topics, ask questions,
and network with our experts. Today’s briefings include:
10.00 – 10.30
FRAMaK: Enhancing Flight
Efficiency Through Direct,
Cross-Border Route Options in
Core European Airspace
Morten Grandt
10.45 – 11.15
Impact of RPAS on ATM
Mike Lissone
11.30 – 12.00
Performance Based Navigation
(PBN) and Ground Based
Augmentation System (GBAS)
Lendina Smaja

12.15–12.45
Surveillance Modernisation and
Rationalisation Using ADS-B
and WAM
Christos Rekkas
13.00–13.30
GNSS (Global Navigation
Satellite System): CNS
Dependencies
Lendina Smaja
13.45–14.15
FRAMaK: Enhancing Flight
Efficiency Through Direct,
Cross-Border Route Options in
Core European Airspace
Morten Grandt

The Future ATM Generation Corner
EUROCONTROL Stand 849
A unique opportunity for young professionals and students to learn
more about the basics of air traffic management – air traffic flow
management, the role of communications and surveillance in CNS,
the concept of SWIM, and the ATM courses at EUROCONTROL’s
Training Institute.
14.30 – 14.45
EUROCONTROL’s
Training Programme
Philippe Sacré

16.00 – 16.30
Surveillance Modernisation
and Rationalisation
Christos Rekkas

14.45 – 15.15
Air Traffic Flow Management
Ken Thomas

16.30 – 16.45
Q & A Session

15.15 – 15.45
Overview of Aeronautical
Communications: Air-Ground/
Ground-Ground
Philippe Sacré
15.45 – 16.00
Q & A Session

16.45 – 17.15
Aeronautical Information
Management: Transition from
AIS to AIM (SWIM)
Philippe Sacré
17.15 – 17.30
Q & A Session
» continued on pages 9 and 11

KVM FROM G&D

IT control that towers
above the rest

LEADING
THE WAY IN
DIGITAL KVM
From the ANSP to the controller to the technician,
everyone’s better off with KVM.
For the service provider, KVM adds flexibility to IT
infrastructure. It enables emergency work-arounds,
improves workflows, adds reliability to redundancy
concepts and provides continuous, uninterrupted
IT availability.
ATCOs enjoy a computer-free environment. Moving the
computers to a central location creates less noise, less
heat and more space to create better working conditions
in the control room. And the system’s more reliable too!
With KVM, technicians can access several systems
from a range of locations - not just their workplace.
Administration is made easier and maintenance too:
the computers are stored centrally so no more crawling
under desks. There’s also more time for maintenance
because ATCOs can be simply switched to a back-up
system whenever it’s required.
For optimum IT system control, improved working
conditions and increased system safety, there’s only
one all-round answer – KVM from G&D.

www.gdsys.de
SEE US AT
WORLD ATM
CONGRESS
STAND 337
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EUROCONTROL
EUROCONTROL Workshop – ATM Theatre
Creating a Market to Improve ATM Performance and
Competitiveness
The fragmentation of European ATM is one of the biggest obstacles
to increasing efficiency. EUROCONTROL’s centralised services proposal is an attempt to consolidate certain ATM services and bring efficiencies to the system. This three-hour workshop provides an update
on the development of centralised services and discusses the advantages and challenges of liberalisation.
13.00
Keynote Speech: Liberalisation
of ATM Services
Matthias Finger
13.30
EUROCONTROL’s Centralised
Services Proposal: Creating a
Market for Some Air Navigation
Support Services
Frank Brenner
14.00
The Next Key Milestones in the
Development of Centralised
Services
Herman Baret

14.30
A Closer Look at the Advanced
Flexible Use of Airspace Service
(AFUAS)
Patrick Delmouzée
15.00
A Closer Look at the Flight Plan and
Airport Slot Consistency Service
(FAS) Andy Woollin
15.30 – 16.00
Q & A Session

Madrid 2015
» from page 8

WiMAX Aviation 2015 Forum
North Conference Centre (2nd Level)
Auditorio, N103+N104
Wednesday 11 March — 13.00 – 17.00
This seminar is for all participants to meet, exchange ideas, and
develop business and cooperative relationships. The event highlights
the opportunities, challenges, and strategies involved in operating
efficient AeroMACS networks.
Topics of discussion include:
• Future Aeronautical Communications
• AeroMACS Applications
• AeroMACS Integration and Trial Deployments
• Network and Security Considerations for AeroMACS
• Certification for AeroMACS Equipment and Devices
• And more...
The program includes speakers from the following organizations: Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC), Airtel ATN,
BOEING, ENRI, EUROCONTROL, FAA, Hitachi, Honeywell, ICAO,
JCAB, NASA, SAAB Sensis, Senza Fili Consulting, Siemens, SITA,
Symantec, Thales Communications, and more.
WiMAX Aviation 2015 – Madrid will be an interactive seminar. It is
open to all participants of the Aviation ecosystem – Membership in
the WiMAX Forum is not a requirement to attend.

» see SESAR schedule on page 11

THIS IS THE FOREFRONT
OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
A flexible system, scalable to any environment.
Workstations, optimized for safety and efficiency.
Applications on one integrated platform.
All of this is possible with NAVCANatm
air traffic management solutions.
We provide integrated tools for tower, terminal and enroute air traffic
management at more than 100 sites and in nearly 1,200 active workstations
worldwide. Our leading solution in tower automation, NAVCANsuite, is developed
on an open architecture and provides fast and reliable access to critical airport,
tower and terminal control information. Integrated flight surveillance, weather and
airport data is all accessible at the touch of a finger, making improved safety and
efficiency well within your reach. Experience the evolution of air traffic management
with a system that controllers and airport operators trust. navcanatm.ca

NAVCANatm and Searidge
Technologies will be exhibiting
at the World ATM Congress.
VISIT US AT STAND 826

INNOVATE.COLLABORATE.OPERATE.
Increasing Efficiency, Safety & Security on the Ground

At Searidge, we leverage our deep understanding of the ATC and airport markets,
extensive integration experience, and market leading intelligent video platforms
to solve our customers’ most pressing surface management challenges. We offer
expertise in areas such as remote services, surface optimization, apron management,
traffic lighting control, and runway monitoring. Visit www.searidgetech.com

274mmx188mm.indd 1
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TRAFFIC JAM AHEAD.
PLAN ACCORDINGLY.

Transforming the air traffic management (ATM) system is essential for
improving safety, efficiency and the environment around the globe.
Boeing is fully committed and uniquely qualified to help make ATM
transformation a reality. It’s the right time and Boeing is the right partner.
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SESAR
2015 is an exciting year for SESAR as the newly launched Deployment
Manager starts to ramp up its activities and the SESAR Joint Undertaking prepares a new wave of Research and Innovation projects within the
framework of SESAR 2020. The 2015 World ATM Congress is, therefore,
the perfect opportunity for ATM stakeholders to find out more about these
exciting developments and how SESAR is delivering a high performing
ATM system for Europe.
SESAR Exchange Theatre – Stand 580
The SESAR Exchange Theatre will offer space for participants to hear
about some of the technological and operational innovations in the SESAR pipeline, as well as to hear first hand what the SESAR Deployment
Manager has planned*. This dedicated space also offers participants a
chance to meet and speak with those involved in SESAR. Private meetings with specific SESAR staff are available upon request.
*No registration is required; however, due to limitations with seating,
participants will be provided seats on a first-come, first-served basis.
10.00 – 11.45
Towards Global Interoperability
12.00 – 13.30
Let’s Deliver Tomorrow’s Skies
Together – A Session by the
SESAR Deployment Manager

14.00 – 15.30
Smooth, Predictable, Efficient: How
SESAR Improves the Flow of Traffic
into Major Airports
16.00 – 17.30
Demonstrating SESAR

When Social Media and
Air Traffic Control Don’t Mix

T

he story of a yellow Spanish tugboat demonstrates the
dangers of using raw operational information outside of the air
traffic control arena.
During the Tuesday afternoon
Presentation Theatre session, Social Networks in the App Era: The
Misuse of Free and Raw Operational
Information and Data, two members
of the Spanish air traffic controllers
association APROCTA discussed
how the tugboat saga ignited a social media firestorm that affected
everything from the Canary Islands
air traffic control tower to the local
search and rescue operation.
Gonzalo Martinez Pato, an air
traffic control officer in the Adolfo
Suárez Madrid-Barajas tower, said
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and European regulations state that the only reason to
have air traffic control (ATC) conversations is to move people and cargo
safely from one place to another.
This information should also only be
disclosed during safety investigations.
But with the rise of the Internet
and social media communications,
ATC conversations are increasingly
being publicly broadcast. Pato said
this poses a quandary: “If you know
your communications are being recorded and broadcasted over the
Internet, will you make the best decision or will you feel oppressed?”
Fernando Marian de Diego, head
of APROCTA’s technical department
and an air traffic control officer at

the Canary Island Control Centre,
presented the tugboat case study
as an example.
A Canary Island boat operator
saw what looked like an airplane
floating on the water, and asked
his colleagues on land to check if a
plane had gone down. They called
the airport, which called a centralized search and rescue center. The
center then called the Canary Island
Control Centre operations room.
The operations room checked
with nearby aviation entities about
whether they had received a distress call. No one had any reports.
But calls started coming in from the
public saying there was a yellow
Boeing 737 floating on the water. So
de Diego said the control tower staff
checked to see when the last yellow
Boeing aircraft had departed the
airport. They determined that it had
occurred 40 minutes earlier, and the
plane was safely en route to Casablanca.
The control tower staff then asked
pilots in departing planes to look
for the floating object and report
back. One of those pilots said there
was indeed a plane floating on the
ocean. Controllers then called the
operations center and reported an
accident.
But two minutes later, a lower-flying plane reported that the so-called
floating plane was really a tugboat.
So the control tower staff called the
operations center and said it was a

» see page 13

Demonstrating Extended Arrival Management
(E-AMAN)
Rooms N109+N110
The SESAR Joint Undertaking and members DSNA, ENAV, NATS, NORACON, Selex ES, and Thales are joining to demonstrate how the SESAR
Solution of extending arrival management (E-AMAN) to the en-route phase
of a flight can significantly reduce the need for aircraft to be subjected
to holding before landing at a busy airport, thereby burning less fuel and
generating fewer emissions. This demonstration session aims to showcase
how through cross-border collaboration (XMAN) between ATM actors, innovative solutions for ATM modernisation can be developed. Participation
in the session will be granted on a first-come, first-served basis.
SESAR: Recognising Excellence – ATM Theatre
11.45 – 12.00
Introduction to SESAR Project
Awards
Benoit Fonck
12.00 – 12.15
Defining Options and Developing a
Framework for Airborne ADS-B
Performance Evaluation (Project
9.21)
Milan Sopata

12.15 – 12.30
Passenger Oriented Enhanced
Metrics (POEM) (Project
E.02/06)
Andrew Cook
12.30 – 12.45
Developing Airport Safety
Support Tools for Pilots, Vehicle
Drivers and Controllers
(Project 6.7.1)
Christelle Pianetti

Your Information
Management Solution
Starts Here.
The premier System Wide Information Management (SWIM) solution from
Harris has arrived. Whether you’re using flight and surface data to manage
air traffic flow or seeking to lower IT costs, SWIM solutions through the
Harris Data Exchange (DEX™) platform enable integrated information
sharing for improved collaborative decision making and quicker results.
Selected for NextGen and aligned with ICAO and SESAR global solutions ,
Harris is ready to take global ATM operations to the next level, and manage
your aviation data in one place.
Visit us at harris.com/atc or on stand #1117 and start mapping your SWIM
solution today.
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An End-to-End Approach to Ensure Performance
Migrating multiple applications
with different availability and performance requirements is challenging for every Air Navigation Service
Provider. Frequentis ATM Networks
provides a scalable product and solutions portfolio that delivers an ATMgrade infrastructure ensuring the
necessary end-to-end performance
for every application.
By Stefan Galler, Product Manager,
ATM Communication Solutions
FREQUENTIS AG

A

ir Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) are challenged
to increase operational performance while reducing costs and
pushing their safety records higher.
Besides these business forces, ANSPs are challenged by the everincreasing pace of emerging new
technologies. For example, telecommunication companies convert
their backbone to IP, forcing ANSPs
to migrate their applications. Each
application has different performance requirements, such as dynamic delay, jitter, and convergence
timing. Especially, safety-critical applications require some form of deterministic behaviour to calculate a
safety case. Migrating them onto a
converged IP infrastructure allows
ANSPs to reduce their operational

costs; however, the impact on their
operational performance has to be
watched closely.
Therefore, Frequentis launched
the ATM Networks initiative. This
dedicated team analyses every application, designs an infrastructure
from end-to-end, and ensures ATMgrade availability for the most critical applications. The delivered and
integrated solutions scale from large
centre to very remote deployments
to ensure a positive impact to the
ANSPs’ bottom line.
Every application needs to be
treated differently, even when integrated onto a single infrastructure.
ANSPs operate dozens of applications for communication, navigation,
and surveillance. A flight plan request
has much lower real-time behaviour
requirements than radio communication. On the other hand the required
peak-time bandwidth might be
higher. Therefore, an ATM-specific
dynamic delay compensation appliance might be necessary for radio
communications to ensure that less
than one syllable is lost. Frequentis
delivers the fastest switch-over in the
industry in less than 10 milliseconds.
Those applications also have
different availability requirements.
Therefore, ANSPs worldwide integrate multiple backbone networks

in their infrastructure. Each network delivers a different performance. This performance may vary
over time. For example, the actual
weather condition changes available
bandwidth on a VSAT or microwave
link and the actual communication
load on the IP infrastructure produces delay variation. Frequentis ATM
Networks integrates multiple backbone technologies with an intelligent routing mechanism to achieve
ATM-grade availability for dedicated
applications. The solution has direct

interfaces to the relevant operational applications and all integrated
networks. Those interfaces deliver
real-time information on each application’s requirements and actual
network performance.
Based on decades of experience
in designing, delivering, and operating safety-critical networks, Frequentis launched their new product
and service portfolio ATM Networks:
ATM-grade end-to-end performance
for all your ATM applications on an
integrated network infrastructure.

25,000 WORKING POSITIONS IN OPERATION

ATM-GRADE PERFORMANCE

MORE THAN
280 ATM CUSTOMERS

90% OF PASSENGERS WORLDWIDE SERVED BY FREQUENTIS CUSTOMERS

END-TO-END IP-COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS
115 COUNTRIES

75 MILLION OPERATIONAL NETWORK HOURS

Aloke Roy, Honeywell, answers questions of the panel during the WiMAX
Aviation 2015 Forum.

ATM-GRADE NETWORK SOLUTIONS
Air Navigation Service Providers face the challenge of managing increased
operational and cost-saving requirements. Frequentis ATM Networks offers
them a cost-efficient converged network solution for all their applications.
This scalable approach delivers ATM-grade availability of up to 99,9999 %.
Combined with real-time information and intelligent routing, this ensures
the necessary end-to-end performance for every application.

www.frequentis.com

Attendees in the exhibit hall listen to speakers at the Frequentis Aviation Arena.
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Latest Senza Fili White Paper Forecasts AeroMACS ‘Ready for
Takeoff’ as a Common Platform for Air Traffic Management
Widening the scope of wireless communications, from ground to aircraft

I

n a new white paper, leading analyst firm Senza Fili Consulting
explores how a WiMAX-based
platform known as the Aeronautical
Mobile Airport Communication System – or AeroMACS – benefits some
of the world’s leading airports. The
research identifies how the technology supports various air traffic management (ATM) applications, delivering enhanced performance, cost
efficiency, and economies of scale.
The paper, entitled, “AeroMACS:
A Common Platform for Air Traffic
Management Applications,” highlights the results of extensive interviews with three primary stakeholder
groups in the aviation industry, including air traffic control agencies,
airlines, and airports. The research
surveys three different application
areas in which AeroMACS plays a
foundational role: ground-to-aircraft,
mobile (staff and vehicles and other
mobile assets), and fixed (i.e., backhaul for ground assets).
According to Senza Fili, larger airports in developed countries will lead
the early adoption of the AeroMACS
platform. Airport wireless connectivity is dominated by legacy technologies that cannot support the
wide-set services and applications
at the core of next generation ATM.
Without AeroMACS, aviation, ground
communications risk fragmentation
with inefficient integration of multiple wireless technologies. The paper defines several business models
designed to maximize economies of
scale and enable resource sharing
of the ground communications infrastructure among stakeholders.
AeroMACS has the flexibility to
support many applications concurrently in a scalable and cost-effective
way. It is neither limited to narrowband applications, nor exclusively
supporting a small set of applications. To date, air traffic control
agencies have been the strongest
proponents of AeroMACS adoption.
The technology plays a crucial role in
maintaining security and safety standards as air traffic congestion grows.
Declan Byrne, WiMAX Forum
President, said, “This kind of technology implementation in the airport environment can take time and requires
buy-in from multiple stakeholders.
The global adoption of AeroMACS
will “take flight” as more airports and
airlines see first-hand the Total Cost
of Ownership and performance benefits.”
The WiMAX Forum, the global
body that certifies and promotes
the interoperability of broadband
wireless products, has been working closely with industry leaders to

define requirements for the AeroMACS standard. The Forum has developed a Network Reference Model;
a phased AeroMACS deployment
at the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, as
a proof of concept. The Reference
Model is briefly outlined in the White
Paper.
The WiMAX Forum is hosting a
two-day program, held in partnership with key players such as EUROCONTROL and the FAA. The
meeting is focused specifically on
the deployment of broadband networks based on the AeroMACS
standard. In addition to the session,
the WiMAX Forum is exhibiting at
Stand #1206 in Hall 9 where member companies will be presenting
and available to answer questions.
The WiMAX stand has been moved.
Visit us in our new location at Stand
#1206.
About Senza Fili
Consulting
Senza Fili Consulting provides
support on wireless data technologies and services with in-depth expertise in financial modelling, market
forecasts and research, white paper
preparation, business plan support,
RFP preparation and management,
due diligence, and training. Their international client base spans the entire value chain, including wireline,
fixed wireless and mobile operators,
enterprises, and other vertical market
players, vendors, system integrators,
investors, regulators, and industry
associations. For additional informa-

tion, visit www.senzafiliconsulting.
com or contact info@senzafiliconsulting.com or +1-425 657-4991.
About
the
WiMAX
Forum
The WiMAX Forum is an industry-led,
not-for-profit organization that certifies and promotes the compatibility and interoperability of broadband
wireless products based upon IEEE
Standard 802.16. The WiMAX Forum’s primary goal is to accelerate the
adoption, deployment, and expansion of WiMAX technologies across

Managing Social Media
» from page 11

false alarm.
However, before this happened,
the manager of social media at
the islands’ emergency rescue
office tweeted that a plane had
gone down. The tweet went viral.
“It became world news,” de Diego said. “People were tweeting
that passengers were swimming
for their lives. There was a public psychosis.” The highway was
packed with people trying to see
the plane, making it impossible
for emergency vehicles to pass.
“What would have happened if
we had had an actual accident?”
de Diego asked.
“When the truth finally overcomes imagination and curiosity,
it puts the professional credibility
of air traffic coordinators, emer-

the globe while facilitating roaming
agreements, sharing best practices
within our membership, and certifying products. WiMAX Forum Certified® products are interoperable and
support broadband fixed, nomadic,
portable, and mobile services. The
WiMAX Forum works closely with
service providers and regulators to
ensure that WiMAX Forum Certified
systems meet customer and government requirements. For more information, visit www.wimaxforum.org.

gency staff and airport coordination staff in doubt,” he said.
“The ATC communications were
a professional reaction to a
suspected crash that was misunderstood by the media and
general public. Consequently,
the next 24 hours were devoted to giving explanations about
how the process really did work
correctly. “The accident actually
only happened on Twitter,” de
Diego said.
“When you take information
outside where it is intended to
be released, you lose control
of how it develops,” he concluded. “The message to the
media and anyone out there
with an Internet connection is
that raw and technical [air traffic control] information is freely
available, but it’s not intended
for you.”
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Guntermann & Drunck at Spring Trade Shows in Hanover
KVM Trends at CeBIT
and HMI
With “d!conomy” as one of the key
topics, CeBIT 2015 focuses on digitization. Guntermann & Drunck GmbH
follows this trend even beyond CeBIT and in this context announces its
participation in HMI.
KVM Trends and Innovations
This spring, everyone interested
in KVM will have two opportunities
to experience innovations from Guntermann & Drunck (G&D) in Hanover,
Germany. G&D will present their
equipment at CeBIT, March 16 - 20 in

Hall Stands #12 and C38. Later this
spring, G&D will demonstrate their
KVM solutions at HMI in Hanover,
April 13 - 17, Hall 11, Stand #D50.
4K Resolutions Via
Matrix and Extender
At CeBIT and HMI, G&D will exhibit new DP modules for the modular KVM matrix ControlCenter-Digital. The modules let users connect
graphics cards and monitors with
DisplayPort in resolutions up to 2560
x 1600 @ 60 Hz and 4K up to 4086
x 2160p @ 30 Hz. Even with high
resolutions, the matrix still supports
CrossDisplay-Switching, which al-

lows users to switch between computers simply by moving the mouse.
As a new addition, the I/O-CardMulti allows the use of third-party
non-KVM devices with the matrix and
even switches their signals together
with standard KVM signals. The new
card supports signals like SDI, HDSDI, 3G-SDI, USB 3.0 Spectra, or
1GB Ethernet. This aspect allows for
cross-system installations, e.g., the
integration of SDI surveillance videos
in control rooms.
When processing and transmitting
4K contents, the multi-channel variant of the KVM extender DL-Vision
comes in handy. In addition to trans-
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mitting keyboard, mouse, RS232,
and USB 2.0 signals, the device
easily handles videos in 4K or Ultra
HD without any latency. The KVM
extender transmits resolutions up to
4096 x 2160 or 3840 x 2160 pixels at
the full frame rate of 60 Hz and with
full colour to guarantee high-quality
images.
Free Seating in Digital
KVM Control Rooms
KVM solutions from G&D are deployed in areas where reliability is a top
priority; especially in control rooms.
When it comes to control rooms and
monitoring processes, KVM ensures
a distributed and heterogeneous
computer environment. Furthermore,
KVM from G&D offers numerous additional functions aimed especially
at operators in control rooms. Here,
high availability and accessibility of
computer technology as well as free
seating concepts are implemented
for employees with changing tasks or
workstations. Most of the time, rather
than being IT experts, users in control
rooms are specialists in their fields of
work in which they operate, monitor,
and carry out corrective actions, if
necessary. G&D covers their overlapping requirements through latencyfree transmission, high redundancy,
event control for video and alarm signals and intuitive operation.
30 Years of Experience
with KVM
Guntermann & Drunck GmbH is regarded as a pioneer in KVM technology. The German manufacturer was
already developing and manufacturing KVM solutions before they even
had the name. G&D offer their users
the broadest KVM portfolio available
at the market. More information is
available at www.gdsys.de/en.

FAA’s All New NextGen
Update Website is Live!
NextGen is happening now
and so is the NextGen Update:
2015. The new website shows
where NextGen stands today,
and where it’s going in the years
to come. Our annual report features NextGen’s top seven programs, environmental and safety initiatives, general aviation
and controller decision support
tools. It also includes new videos from Chief NextGen Officer
Michael Whitaker and Assistant
Administrator for NextGen Ed
Bolton. Through collaboration,
NextGen is delivering benefits
today that increase efficiency
and flexibility while reducing
aviation’s environmental footprint and enhancing safety.
NextGen plans will improve aviation for generations to come.
Visit www.faa.gov/nextgen/
update/ for more information.
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Airbus Defence and Space Presents New Solutions For Airport
Surveillance And Air Traffic Control at Stand #805
Portfolio presented includes new
radar systems and a military-civil
flight information exchange concept .

T

he portfolio Airbus Defence
and Space presents at the
World ATM Congress 2015
includes new features of its Airport
Surveillance Radar Next Generation
(ASR-NG): The radar provides enhanced detection capabilities and
the suppression of wind farm echos
together with a significant increase
of detection range coverage to 120
NM (220 km).
ASR-NG consists of a primary
radar on the basis of a solid state
transmitter and advanced signal
processing technology for longrange surveillance. Its extreme sensitivity means that even very small
objects such as mini drones – slow
flying objects such as helicopters or
even flocks of birds – can be reliably
detected and classified. Specifically
developed algorithms allow for safe
guidance of aircraft even in the vicinity of wind turbines, which is hardly
possible with conventional air traffic
control radar systems.

Airbus Defence and Space has added new features to its ASR-NG system.

This extraordinary primary surveillance radar capability is combined
with the MSSR 2000I secondary radar for automatic identification of individual aircraft. It meets the new air
traffic control standards “Mode S”
and “ADS-B,” which greatly improve
aircraft identification queries and is
currently being introduced in European airspace.
The IFF Monopulse Secondary
Surveillance Radar MSSR 2000I is
showcased, which is compliant to
the latest EUROCONTROL, ICAO,

and NATO standards and provides
the highest reliability with the lowest
total cost of life-cycle ownership.
The SESAR (Single European
Sky ATM Research) Mission Trajectory Concept has been developed
to allow military users to get access to the European airspace in
the future SESAR environment. It
enables a civil-military partnership
by establishing a continuous flow of
information on airspace needs and
constraints between the crew, coordinators at national/ sub-regional

Airbus Defence’s ASR-NG

level, and the Network Manager.
Within this concept, the Operations Support System OPTARION
from Airbus Defence and Space
supports the military airspace user
in the Wing Operations Centre with
an integrated mission planning and
airspace reservation process. This
» see page 16
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From the Floor
Harris Corporation,
Stand #1117
“Being at World ATM Congress
is an important part of global aviation planning and strategy development. Exhibiting gives Harris the opportunity to share some
of our new voice switching capabilities, network and IP solutions
such as Harris Redbox, and our
Information Management capabilities in aviation. We are working avidly to help pave the way for
organizational interoperability and
sharing through System Wide Information Management (SWIM).
Any air navigation service provider, large or small, can be shown
the way to get access to these
benefits with the help of our team
starting today.”
Carl D’Alessandro
Vice President/General Manager,
Civil Business Unit Government
Communications Systems
Harris Corporation

ROMATSA,
Stand #1151
Go to the ROMATSA stand
where you can see the Bucharest Airport. Be sure to ask for
the thunderstorm!

Plantronics,
Stand #113
Now in its 15th contract year
with the FAA, Plantronics owns
the preferred headset for the
FAA and is in every ATC tower
in the U.S. Plantronics also supplies the Varistor Check Box,
which checks the operational
status of each headset, resulting
in a 97 percent increase in passing headsets for ATC.

Boeing, Stand #816
Come see the Global Navigation
Satellite System for Landing (GLS)!
In December 2014, the first Boeing
GPS landing system category III autoland was successfully flown on a
Boeing 787 ecodemonstrator. Stop
by the Boeing Stand and ask for the
“GLS Video.”

Premiere Media Partner

World ATM Congress
Thanks Our Media
Partners

Gold Media Partners

Air Traffic Technology
International

Silver Media Partners
ATM Global
Business
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Airbus Defence
» from page 15

process, representing the SESAR
Step 1 environment, allows the
user to seamlessly request airspace
suitable for the mission, negotiate
changes, plan the 4D route, and finally file the improved OAT flight
plan using on interface only.
The local and sub-regional Airspace Management System LARA
from EUROCONTROL supports the
Airspace Management Cell in finding an optimum solution to satisfy
the requests of military and civil airspace users by applying a cooperative process of collaborative decision making. Via a direct interface,
LARA and OPTARION exchange
airspace information to support the
decision making process.
In the execution phase of the mission, the Display of Multi-Source Air
Situation (DMAS) from Airbus Defence and Space supports the Air
Traffic Control/Air Defence Control
users by providing a real-time situation including both military and civil
aircraft. Due to fusion of civil and
military flight plan information with
surveillance track data and consideration of airspace status information,
the ATC/AD user has an increased
situational awareness. Via a direct
interface, DMAS and OPTARION exchange flight plan information while
LARA provides real-time airspace
status information. For mission monitoring purposes, DMAS provides real-time track information of the mission aircraft to OPTARION.

